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Briefing Note 

Financial management of allotment deposits 
 

For Finance & Governance Committee on 17 September 2020 – Agenda Item 11 
 
Introduction 
 
This briefing note sets out the current financial arrangements regarding allotment rents, deposits 
and Hurst Allotment Association (HAA) membership fees and recommends changes to be made to 
comply with proper financial practices. 
 
Background 
The current allotment tenancy agreement includes the following clauses: 

11. Payment of rent: The Tenant shall pay the rent in full to the Landlord at the start of the tenancy 
and thereafter on 1st October of each year. 

12. Membership of Hurstpierpoint Allotments Association (HAA) and payment of annual subscription: 
The tenant shall be a member of the HAA and pay the annual subscription to the landlord at the start 
of the tenancy and thereafter on 1st October of each year. 

25. Tenancy deposit: The deposit shall be held by the Landlord and shall be returned to the tenant at 
the end of the tenancy, without interest. The deposit shall be withheld by the landlord and forfeited 
by the tenant in whole or in part if there are rent or subscription fees owing, or if the plot is left in an 
unreasonable condition including waste or structures left on the allotment which require removal, or 
if there is unkempt vegetation which requires removal before the ground can be prepared. The Hurst 
Allotment Association will inspect the plot and advise the Parish Council of its condition. 
 
The rent amount varies depending on the size of the plot. The deposit is £40 per plot, although 
historic deposits held vary depending on when the plot was taken. The HAA membership fee is £5 
per tenant. The total amount has historically been collected and credited to a single ‘Allotment 
Income’ nominal code within the RBS accounting package (3200/208 under the new nominal codes 
adopted for 2020/21). 
 
Outgoings 
 
On an annual basis, within the same financial year in which amounts are collected from allotment 
tenants, the 3200/208 nominal code is debited with an amount equivalent to the HAA membership 
fees and this is paid to HAA. This amount is debited after receipt of the allotment fees from tenants. 
 
In the event of a tenant vacating their plot and being entitled to a refund of their deposit, the 
3200/208 nominal code is debited to provide their refund. Unless a plot is vacated within the first 
year of its tenancy, the deposit amount refunded relates to an amount received in a previous 
financial year.  
 
The tenancy deposit refunds are paid out throughout the year as required, and this can lead to a 
situation where the nominal code 3200/208 is in deficit. This occurred at the start of 2020/21 when 
the nominal code had a balance of -£80 due to refunds paid in April and no income received until 
new tenancies in June.  
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Status of deposits and HAA membership fees 
 
Neither the deposits nor HAA membership fees belong to the council – they are being collected and 
held on behalf of either the tenant or HAA. Under current practices, this position is not reflected in 
the year end accounts.  
 
As the HAA membership fees are paid out during the financial year after receipt of rents collected 
from tenants, there is no need to alter the existing arrangements. 
 
However, the management of the deposits should be altered to accurately reflect the status of the 
money held. In the year-end accounts, the total amount of deposits held should be shown on the 
balance sheet as a creditor, as the money is effectively owed by the council to the tenants. An 
adjustment to the reserves should also be made to reflect deposits received in previous years which 
have not been held separately. 
 
Current position 
 
The council’s allotment records show that there are 110 allotment plots held by 98 different tenants 
(some hold more than one plot). Renewals for the October 2020 tenancies have begun, with a total 
of £2,523 anticipated to be received. This figure includes £490 which will be due to HAA (98 x £5) 
with the remaining £2,013 the allotment rental fees. The 3200/208 budget was set at £2,000 for 
2020/21.  
 
No further deposit receipts are anticipated unless a new tenant takes over any plot vacated at 
renewal. The amount held in refundable deposits is registered by plot in the council’s allotment 
records and totals £3,060. 
 
As at the end of August 2020, the 3200/208 nominal code held a balance of £955. This amount is 
made up of the following entries: 
 

• Two deposit refunds: -£80 

• Nine new tenancies: £481 (this includes £320 deposits and £40 HAA fees) 

• 22 Allotment tenancy renewals: £554 (this includes £110 HAA fees) 
 
Recommendations 
 
The committee is recommended to agree the following actions: 
 

(a) An ‘Allotment Deposit’ nominal code is set up on RBS and assigned as a creditor to reflect 
accurately on the year-end balance sheet. 

 
(b) The amount of £320 is transferred from the 3200/208 nominal code to the new ‘Allotment 

Deposit’ nominal code to reflect deposits received this financial year. 
 

(c) A further £2,740 is transferred from the General Reserve to the new ‘Allotment Deposit’ 
nominal code to bring the balance to £3,060. 

 
(d) Future deposits received and refunds given are processed through the new ‘Allotment 

Deposit’ nominal code, and the balance on this nominal code is verified at least quarterly 
against the council allotment records. 
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(e) In the event a deposit is not returned upon vacating the plot (if the plot is left in an 
unreasonable condition including waste or structures left on the allotment which require 
removal, or if there is unkempt vegetation which requires removal before the ground can be 
prepared) the deposit amount is transferred from the new ‘Allotment Deposit’ nominal code 
to an appropriate nominal code to offset against the cost of work undertaken by the council 
to return the plot to a lettable condition. 

 
Andy Beams 

Locum Finance Officer 
28 August 2020 

 
 


